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Abstract
The aim of this study was first to investigate associations between maternal dietary patterns and autism spectrum disorders (ASDs)
and second to investigate association between maternal supplement intake and ASD.
We used a case-control study design to enroll typically developing (TD) children and children with ASD, and data were derived from

the Autism Clinical and Environmental Database (ACED).
Three seventy four children with AUTISM and 354 age matched TD children were included. The multivariate logistic regression

model revealed that maternal unbalanced dietary patterns before conception had a significant increased risk of ASD in offspring
(mostly meat: adjusted OR, 4.010 [95% CI, 1.080, 14.887]; mostly vegetable: adjusted OR, 2.234 [95% CI, 1.009, 4.946]); maternal
supplementation of calcium during pregnancy preparation was associated with decreased ASD risk (adjusted OR, 0.480 [95% CI,
0.276, 0.836]).
This study provided preliminary evidence that maternal unbalanced dietary patterns may be a risk factor for ASD and

supplementation of calcium during pregnancy preparation may be inversely associated with ASD in offspring.

Abbreviations: ACED = autism clinical and environmental database, ADI-R = autism diagnostic interview – revised, ASDs =
autism spectrum disorders, BMI = body mass index, DSM-IV-TR = diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders-fourth
edition-text revision, SRS = social responsiveness scale, TD = typically developing.
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1. Introduction delayed development and social function deficit.[1] Approximately
Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) are a neurodevelopmental
conditions characterized by social communication impairment,
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1 in 59 children has ASD in the USA, and the incidence seems to be
cumulatively increasing.[2] While the exact etiology of ASD remains
unknown, both genetic and environmental factors are believed to be
involved in its complexpathogenesis.[3]As for theenvironmental risk
factors, the prenatal period is generally believed to be a suspected
susceptibility period, and a growing number of studies have been
focusedonthenutritionalstatusofmothersofchildrenwithASD.[4–6]

Dietary patterns have been evidenced to be related to maternal
nutritional status that might lead to different metabolic condi-
tions,[7,8] and maternal metabolic dysfunction has been observed to
be associated with ASD.[9] While extensive literature assessing
associationsbetweenASDandprenatal,perinatalandothermaternal
reproductive factors, have been published,[10] little is known
regarding maternal dietary patterns before conception, during
pregnancyorduring lactationperiod.Also,previousstudies reported
supplementation of nutrients, such as folic acid,[4,11,12] around the
time of conception may help to reduce the risk of ASD in children.
However, those findings warrant replications. Moreover, calcium
has been linked to ASD for its important role in neurodevelopment,
for example, synaptic development,[13] but the association between
maternal intake of calcium and ASD has not been reported.
Therefore,theaimofthepresentworkbasedonacase-controlstudy

design was first to investigate association between maternal dietary
patterns and ASD and second to investigate association between
maternal supplement intake, folic acid and calcium, and ASD.

2. Methods

2.1. Study population

The data used in this study were derived from the Autism Clinical
and Environmental Database (ACED) in China, which was
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approved by the ethics committee of the Second Xiangya
Hospital. The database was building from January 2012 and had
been described in our previous article.[14] Briefly, children with
ASD were mainly recruited at special education schools in
Changsha and Qingdao, China and from outpatient service of
the Second Xiangya Hospital in Changsha, China. Typically
developing (TD) children were recruited from ordinary kinder-
garten classes in Changsha, China. Informed consent was written
by guardians of all participants prior to enrolment.
The inclusion criteria of children with ASD were as follows:
(1)
 aged 3 to 6 years and diagnosed with autistic disorder,
Asperger disorder, or PDD-NOS at a local hospital;
diagnosis was confirmed by a senior child psychiatrist
(2)

according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders.

Fourth Edition, Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR) and an indepen-
dent child psychiatrist confirmed the diagnosis with a semi-
structured interview. DSM-IV-TR diagnosis of autistic disorder,
Asperger disorder, or PDD-NOS have been acknowledged for a
DSM-5 diagnosis of ASD.[2] The exclusion criteria were the
following:
(1)
 the child with severe physical diseases such as congenital
heart disease, hematological system diseases, and others;
the child with any common chromosomal diseases, checked
(2)

by chromosome karyotype analysis;
the child with total raw SRS scores lower than the suggested
(3)

cut-off score of 56.5 in China child population.[15]

Age matched TD children were selected as controls and
identified as following: the child performed well in classes with no
report of serious learning, emotional, behavioral, or social
problems from parents or teachers. A self-designed screening
scale, filled out by parents or teachers, was used to check for these
problems. The Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) was also used to
assess social problems in these children. Children with total raw
SRS scores higher than 56.5 were excluded, as they may have
experienced social problems.[15] Children with severe physical
diseases such as congenital heart disease, hematological system
diseases, and others were also excluded.
2.2. Measures

A structured investigative questionnaire was employed to collect
demographic information about those included children and their
family members, including child’s age and gender, parental age
and education levels, maternal body mass index (BMI) before
conception and delivery, and delivery information. Besides,
maternal information regarding dietary and nutritional supple-
ment patterns according to prenatal period was collected by the
questionnaire.
Maternal preference of food before conception, during

pregnancy and during lactation were investigated by interview-
ing, and the answers included dietary patterns of mostly meat,
mostly vegetables or both of them. Then, mothers were asked if
they have taken nutrients, including folic acid, calcium and
intestinal flora regulator, during pregnancy preparation, during
pregnancy or during lactation. In addition, it should be noted that
calcium supplements may also contain several other nutrients
such as vitamin D3; and the most often used intestinal flora
regulator is prebiotics.
SRS was used to measure social impairment in TD group and

ASD group.[16] This tool surveys a child’s current and past social
2

behaviors correlating with the Autism Diagnostic Interview –

Revised (ADI-R), it is also applicable to all children and is not
affected by intelligence, age, race, or the education level of
respondents.[16,17] The SRS has been translated to Chinese and
have been utilized for examination in different local popula-
tions.[18] While the scale was original designed for 4- to 18-year-
old children and adolescents, it also has been used as screening
tools in children younger than 4 years old.[19] SRS includes total
score and five specific symptom domains: social awareness, social
cognition, social communication, social motivation, and autistic
mannerisms. Higher SRS scores represent more ASD-related
behaviors. Since norms is not available for China, raw scores
were used in this study. The cut-off score 56.5, with high
sensitivity and specificity in China child population, was used to
discriminate ASD and TD control, children in TD groupwith SRS
score higher than 56.5 and children in ASD group with SRS score
lower than 56.5 were excluded.[15]
2.3. Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 17.0 software.
Descriptive statistics were used for demographics. Non-paramet-
ric median test, Chi-square test and Fisher exact tests were used
for comparison of proportions as appropriate. Univariate logistic
regression analyses were firstly used to test the significance
between maternal dietary and nutrients variables and risk of
ASD. Then, multivariable logistic regression analyses were
performed with covariates including child’s and parental age,
child’s gender, parental education, maternal BMI before
conception and delivery, and premature delivery (yes or no)
(Model 1). Also, multivariable logistic regression analysis
additionally adjusted for other maternal dietary patterns or
other supplements was used to decrease influence of other
simultaneous factors (Model 2). Finally, to further explore the
role of maternal intake of supplements, we performed multivari-
able logistic regression analysis according to different exposure
period (during pregnancy preparation and pregnancy, during
pregnancy preparation only, and during pregnancy only). All
hypotheses tests were considered significant with a 2-sided
P-value less than .05.
3. Results

A total of 354 (168 boys) TD children and 374 (324 boys)
children with ASD were recruited in this study. The mean age of
TD children was 4.4 (SD: 1.0) years with no significant difference
to that of ASD children [4.5 (SD: 1.00) years, P = .064]. Parental
age between TD group and ASD group were not statistically
different. However, parental education, maternal BMI and
premature delivery (yes or no) between the 2 groups were
significantly different. Therefore, child’s age and gender, parental
age, maternal BMI before conception and delivery, and
premature delivery were adjusted in the multivariate logistic
regression analysis as covariates. As for SRS measures, scores of
ASD group were significantly higher than TD group in all aspects
(Table 1).
Results of comparisons of maternal dietary patterns and

supplement intake between the 2 groups were summarized in
Table 2. For maternal dietary patterns, ASD group had fewer
rates of dietary of both meat and vegetables before conception
(P< .001), during pregnancy (P = .002) or during lactation
period (P= .028). For maternal supplement intake during
pregnancy preparation, supplementation of calcium (P< .006)



Table 1

Characteristics of children with autism spectrum disorder or typical development and their parents.

TD ASD

Characteristics Total N Mean/N SD/% Median IQR Total N Mean/N SD/% Median IQR P

Child’s age, y
∗

354 4.4 1.0 4 1 374 4.5 1.0 5 1 .064
Paternal age, y

∗
349 34.5 4.8 34 6 373 35.4 4.5 35 5 .552

Maternal age, y
∗

347 32.2 4.3 32 6 373 33.0 3.5 33 4 .056
Child’s gender† 354 400 374
Boy 168 47.5% 324 86.6% < .001
Girl 186 52.5% 50 13.4%

Paternal education† 354 374
< High school 102 28.8% 27 7.2% <.001
High school 64 18.1% 66 17.6%
> High school 188 53.1% 281 75.1%

Maternal education† 354 374
< High school 120 33.9% 47 12.6% <.001
High school 57 16.1% 74 19.8%
> High school 177 50.0% 253 67.6%

Maternal BMI before pregnancy
∗

315 20.3 2.5 19.8 3.0 360 20.7 2.4 20.3 2.9 .008
Maternal BMI before delivery

∗
308 25.4 3.2 25.3 3.9 353 26.6 3.3 26.2 4.5 .003

Premature delivery‡ 343 359
Yes 9 2.6% 26 7.2% .005
No 334 97.4% 333 92.8%

SRS
∗

Total score 350 41.6 9.8 43.0 13.0 374 98.7 22.3 97.0 32.3 <.001
Social awareness 350 8.1 2.5 8.0 3.0 374 14.0 3.5 14.0 4.0 <.001
Social cognition 350 9.1 3.1 9.0 4.0 374 19.5 4.7 19.0 6.0 <.001
Social communication 350 12.8 4.1 13.0 5.3 374 34.1 8.2 33.0 12.0 <.001
Social motivation 350 7.7 2.8 8.0 3.0 374 16.4 4.6 16.0 6.0 <.001
Autistic mannerisms 350 3.9 2.7 4.0 4.0 374 14.7 6.1 14.0 9.0 <.001

ASD= autism spectrum disorder, BMI=body mass index, SRS= social responsiveness scale, TD= typical development.
∗
P values were derived from Median Test.

† P values were derived from x2 tests.
‡ P values were derived from Fisher exact test.
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was significantly lower for ASD group than TD group. Also, for
maternal supplement intake during pregnancy, intake of calcium
was significantly lower for ASD group than TD group (P= .048).
For maternal supplement intake during lactation period, no
significant difference was observed.
To further evaluate associations between maternal dietary

patterns, supplement intake and risk of ASD in offspring,
univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses were
performed (Table 3). Results from multivariable analyses
(Model 1) revealed that maternal unbalanced dietary patterns
before conception (mostly meat: adjusted OR, 4.923 [95% CI,
1.682, 14.410]; mostly vegetable: adjusted OR, 2.597 [95% CI,
1.367, 4.933]) and during pregnancy (mostly meat: adjusted OR,
3.975 [95% CI, 1.202, 13.148]; mostly vegetable: adjusted OR,
2.134 [95% CI, 1.138, 4.001]) were significantly associated with
ASD. After additional adjustment for other dietary patterns and
supplement intake (Model 2), maternal unbalanced dietary
patterns before conception were also significantly associated with
ASD (mostly meat: adjusted OR, 4.010 [95%CI, 1.080, 14.887];
mostly vegetable: adjusted OR, 2.234 [95% CI, 1.009, 4.946]);
however, maternal unbalanced dietary patterns during pregnan-
cy were not associated with ASD (mostly meat: adjusted OR,
1.358 [95% CI, 0.292, 6.317]; mostly vegetable: adjusted OR,
1.197 [95% CI, 0.534, 2.682]).
For supplements, we also applied 2 multivariate regression

models (Table 4). As a result, in model 1, only calcium
supplementation during pregnancy preparation was associated
with significantly decreased risk of ASD (adjusted OR, 0.523
3

[95% CI, 0.324, 0.845. Similarly, in model 2, we only find that
calcium supplementation during pregnancy preparation was
associated with decreased ASD risk (fully adjusted OR, 0.480
[95% CI, 0.276, 0.836]). Associations of maternal intake of folic
acid and intestinal flora regulator were not associated with ASD.
To further explore the role of maternal intake of folic acid and

calcium in ASD, we performed analysis according to different
exposure period (Table 5). Still, maternal intake of folic acid,
during pregnancy preparation or pregnancy, was not associated
with ASD as compared to non-exposed group. However, only
calcium intake during pregnancy preparation showed lower risk
of ASD (fully adjusted OR, 0.212 [95% CI, 0.053, 0.859]).
4. Discussion

In this study, we investigated the associations between maternal
dietary patterns, supplements intake and ASD in offspring.
Multivariate analysis showed that maternal unbalanced dietary
patterns before conception were associated with increased risk of
ASD in offspring, supplementation of calcium during pregnancy
preparation was independently associated with decreased ASD
risk.
Findings of this study revealed that maternal unbalanced

dietary patterns might be a risk factor for ASD. Insufficient intake
of vegetables may lead to deficiency in micronutrients such as
vitamins andminerals, while less consumption of meat may result
in dietary protein insufficiency, both would increase risk of
metabolic conditions associated with nutrient deficiency. Unbal-

http://www.md-journal.com


Table 2

Comparisons of maternal dietary patterns and supplement intake between TD and ASD groups.

TD ASD

N % N % P

Eating habits before pregnancy
Mainly meat and very few vegetable 8 2.3% 25 6.7% <.001

∗

Mainly vegetable and very few meat 26 7.4% 57 15.3%
Balance between meat and vegetable 317 90.3% 290 78.0%

Eating habits during pregnancy
Mainly meat and very few vegetable 6 1.7% 17 4.8% .002

∗

Mainly vegetable and very few meat 30 8.6% 51 14.4%
Balance between meat and vegetable 314 89.7% 285 80.7%

Eating habits during lactation
Mainly meat and very few vegetable 15 4.3% 28 7.9% .022

∗

Mainly vegetable and very few meat 14 4.0% 25 7.1%
Balance between meat and vegetable 320 91.7% 300 85.0%

Additional special nutrients during pregnancy preparation
Folic acid
Yes 131 39.2% 143 44.4% .178†

No 203 60.8% 179 55.6%
Calcium
Yes 89 26.6% 57 17.7% .006†

No 245 73.4% 265 82.3%
Intestinal flora regulator
Yes 12 3.6% 7 2.2% .354

∗

No 322 96.4% 315 97.8%
Additional special nutrients during pregnancy
Folic acid
Yes 158 47.7% 179 52.0% .264†

No 173 52.3% 165 48.0%
Calcium
Yes 130 39.3% 161 46.8% .048†

No 201 60.7% 183 53.2%
Intestinal flora regulator
Yes 17 5.1% 8 2.3% .066

∗

No 314 94.9% 336 97.7%
Additional special nutrients during lactation
Folic acid
Yes 13 4.0% 14 4.2% 1.000

∗

No 308 96.0% 319 95.8%
Calcium
Yes 45 14.0% 65 19.5% .060†

No 276 86.0% 268 80.5%
Intestinal flora regulator
Yes 24 7.5% 35 10.5% .176†

No 297 92.5% 298 89.5%

ASD= autism spectrum disorder, TD= typical development.
∗
P values were derived from Fisher exact test.

† P values were derived from x2 tests.
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anced dietary patterns before conception may be related to long-
term maternal metabolic conditions such as metabolic syn-
drome,[20] obesity[21] and diabetes.[22] Those conditions have also
been identified as environmental risk factors for ASD as well as
other neurodevelopmental disorders.[23–25]

The protective effect of calcium supplementation during
pregnancy preparation was firstly reported. Previous studies have
linked calcium to ASD. Children with ASD had significantly lower
calcium levels in serum,[26] and childrenwith ASDwould consume
less calcium than TD children,[27] suggesting calcium may be
involved in the pathological process. Ca2+ could be transferred
from the mother to the fetus through human placenta during
pregnancy,[28] suggestingmaternal calcium levelmaybe associated
with calcium level in fetus. Calcium is of great importance for
4

neurodevelopment and may provide preventive and therapeutic
strategies for ASD,[29] for example, calcium plays a vital role in
regulating synapse development and function, therefore, increased
calcium level may be beneficial for proper brain development as
found abnormal synaptic development in ASD was observed.[30]

Besides, results from previous randomized clinical trials[31,32]

revealed that maternal calcium supplementation was associated
with reductions in blood lead levels and may constitute an
important secondary prevention effort to reduce circulating
maternal lead through suppressing mobilization of lead and,
consequently, decrease fetal lead exposure. The association
between lead exposure and ASD have been identified.[33] Thus,
we speculate calcium supplementation may prevent ASD through
decreasing lead exposure. In addition, maternal supplementation



[34]

Table 3

Univariate and multivariate logistic regression analysis on maternal dietary patterns and autism spectrum disorders.

Variables Univariate logistic regression analysis Multivariate logistic regression analysis (Model 1) a Multivariate logistic regression analysis (Model 2) b

Crude OR 95%CI Adjusted OR 95%CI Adjusted OR 95%CI

Dietary patterns before conception
Mostly meat 3.416 1.5177.693

∗
4.923 1.682 14.410

∗
4.010 1.080 14.887#

Mostly vegetable 2.396 1.4683.913
∗

2.597 1.367 4.933
∗

2.234 1.009 4.946#

Both meat and vegetable 1.000 (Reference) 1.000 (Reference) 1.000 (Reference)
Dietary patterns during pregnancy

Mostly meat 3.122 1.2148.027# 3.975 1.202 13.148# 1.358 0.292 6.317
Mostly vegetable 1.873 1.1613.023# 2.134 1.138 4.001# 1.197 0.534 2.682
Both meat and vegetable 1.000 (Reference) 1.000 (Reference) 1.000 (Reference)

Dietary patterns during lactation
Mostly meat 1.991 1.0433.801# 1.705 0.772 3.767 1.283 0.561 2.933
Mostly vegetable 1.905 0.9723.733 2.179 0.868 5.471 1.399 0.521 3.753
Both meat and vegetable 1.000 (Reference) 1.000 (Reference) 1.000 (Reference)

a Adjusted for child’s and parental age, child’s gender, parental education, maternal BMI before conception and delivery, and premature delivery.
b Adjusted for the same covariates in Model 1 and additionally adjusted for other maternal dietary patterns.
∗
P< .01.

#P< .05.
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of calcium may simultaneously take vitamin D in order to prevent
calcium and vitamin D insufficiency during pregnancy. Although
no study reported maternal calcium levels and ASD, maternal
vitamin D deficiency was observed to be a risk factor for the
Table 4

Multivariate logistic regression analysis on maternal supplement inta

Univariate logistic regression analysis Multivariate logistic regressi

Supplement Crude OR 95%CI Adjusted OR

Folic acid
Add during pregnancy preparation
Yes 1.238 0.907 1.689 0.804 0.5
No 1.000 (Reference) 1.000

Add during pregnancy
Yes 1.188 0.878 1.607 0.778 0.5
No 1.000 (Reference) 1.000

Add during lactation
Yes 1.040 0.481 2.248 0.842 0.3
No 1.000 (Reference) 1.000

Calcium supplements
Add during pregnancy preparation
Yes 0.592 0.407 0.862# 0.523 0.3
No 1.000 (Reference) 1.000

Add during pregnancy
Yes 1.360 1.002 1.847# 1.206 0.8
No 1.000 (Reference) 1.000

Add during lactation
Yes 1.488 0.982 2.254 1.459 0.8
No 1.000 (Reference) 1.000

Intestinal flora regulator
Add during pregnancy preparation
Yes 0.596 0.232 1.534 0.405 0.1
No 1.000 (Reference) 1.000

Add during pregnancy
Yes 0.440 0.187 1.033 0.573 0.1
No 1.000 (Reference) 1.000

Add during lactation
Yes 1.453 0.844 2.503 1.633 0.8
No 1.000 (Reference) 1.000

a Adjusted for child’s age and sex, parental age, parental education, maternal BMI before conception a
b Adjusted for the same covariates in Model 1 and additionally adjusted for intake of other supplement
∗
P< .01.

#P< .05.

5

development of ASD and decreased vitaminD levels in children
with ASD have been reported.[35] Hence, simultaneous supple-
mentationof vitaminDmaybe involved in the association between
maternal calcium supplementation and ASD.
ke and autism spectrum disorders.

on analysis (Model 1) a Multivariate logistic regression analysis (Model 2) b

95%CI Adjusted OR 95%CI

33 1.213 0.954 0.608 1.496
(Reference) 1.000 (Reference)

20 1.165 0.638 0.406 1.001
(Reference) 1.000 (Reference)

25 2.184 0.679 0.241 1.915
(Reference) 1.000 (Reference)

24 0.845
∗

0.480 0.276 0.836
∗

(Reference) 1.000 (Reference)

16 1.782 1.110 0.703 1.753
(Reference) 1.000 (Reference)

65 2.463 1.605 0.707 3.644
(Reference) 1.000 (Reference)

15 1.432 0.495 0.130 1.882
(Reference) 1.000 (Reference)

96 1.677 0.568 0.183 1.763
(Reference) 1.000 (Reference)

24 3.233 1.806 0.529 6.172
(Reference) 1.000 (Reference)

nd delivery, and premature delivery.
.
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Table 5

Multivariate logistic regression analysis on maternal folic acid and
calcium intake and autism spectrum disorders according to
different exposure period.

Supplement Adjusted OR
∗

95% CI

Folic acid
During pregnancy preparation and pregnancy† 0.637 0.378 1.073
During pregnancy preparation only† 0.993 0.497 1.982
During pregnancy only† 0.813 0.447 1.480

Calcium
During pregnancy preparation and pregnancy † 0.576 0.328 1.013
During pregnancy preparation only† 0.212 0.053 0.859
During pregnancy only† 1.487 0.904 2.445

BMI=body mass index.
∗
Adjusted for child’s age and sex, parental age, parental education, maternal BMI before conception

and delivery, and premature delivery.
† Reference group: not exposed.
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Our findings did not replicate association of reduced risk of
ASD with antenatal folic acid supplementation reported in
existing literature.[4,11,12] This may be attributed to the high
prevalence of folic acid supplementation (up to 40% during
pregnancy preparation and up to 50% during pregnancy) in both
ASD and TD group since mothers were well educated about the
importance of nutrition and the health of the unborn baby during
pregnancy. As a result, the effect of antenatal folic acid exposure
was observed to be null for ASD. Another possibility of
differences between studies, which have been discussed in a
recently published study,[12] was the inconsistent amount of the
nutrients resulted from background nutritional contexts of the
countries.
The study has certain limitations. First, the children with ASD

were enrolled using special school-based and hospital-based
study design, not from an epidemiological sampling method, thus
the sample may not adequately represent the whole population.
Second, questions and items to collect information regarding
maternal dietary patterns were ambiguous. It is uncertain
whether mothers had taken adequate proteins (meat) or micro-
nutrients (vegetables) or not because we focused on the dietary
patterns instead of amount of nutrients. Third, the dose of
supplements was unknown. A dose-response relationship is
essential for determination of a causal association, but we failed
to interpret the association based on current study results.
Fourth, as maternal diets were reported retrospectively, accuracy
of information may not be valid and the recall bias may have
played a role in dietary patterns, categories of supplements and
timing of exposure. Fifth, the dietary patterns in China may differ
from other countries, which decreased the generalizability of our
findings. Therefore, future prospective investigations with a more
rigorous study design are warranted to further study underlying
links and to improve our understanding of the mechanisms and
replication studies in other countries are also encouraged.
5. Conclusions

In conclusion, our results provided preliminary evidence that
maternal unbalanced dietary patterns before conception would
increase risk of ASD, maternal supplementation of calcium
during pregnancy preparation could reduce risk of ASD.
However, those findings were preliminary and may not be
conclusive. Future prospective studies with larger sample sizes
and more detailed timing information should consider maternal
nutritional status in association with ASD in offspring.
6
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